
 

OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA 
Notice is hereby given that the Personnel Committee of the City of Stoughton, 

Wisconsin will hold a regular or special meeting as indicated on the date, time and 

location given below. 

 Meeting of the: 
Date /Time: 
Location: 

Members: 

Personnel Committee of the City of Stoughton 

Monday, June  5, 2017 @ 6:00 pm 

Mayor’s Office (381 E Main St, Stoughton WI 53589)  

Thomas Majewski (Chair), Kathleen Johnson (Vice-Chair), Sid Boersma, Matt Bartlett, and 

Mayor Donna Olson (ex-officio member) 

 

 

 

 

1 Call to Order 
 

2 Approval of the May 1, 2017 Personnel Committee meeting minutes 
 

3 Communications 
 

4 Discussion and update regarding request for change to Work Rules: Hours of Work (No 
changes recommended per Director Gillingham and Mayor Olson) 

 

5 Discussion and possible action regarding Work Rules: Rest Periods 
 

6 Review and possible action regarding compensation plan and annual review 
 

7 Discussion and possible action regarding the following position descriptions: 
A. Media Technician – Camera Person 
B. Media – Producer 
C. Media Technician – Film Director 

 

8 Discussion and possible action regarding proposed position description title change from 
“Forester/Machine Operator” to “City Forester” 
 

9 Discussion, review and possible action regarding open Forester/Machine Operator position 
and recommended position description updates 

 

10 Future Agenda Items 

 Review and recommendation for “steps” for Apprentice Linemen as certifications are 
received 

 Updates from Springsted regarding compensation review of Utilities position 
descriptions approved at the 3/1/2017 Council Meeting under the consent agenda 

 Springsted next steps  
 

11 Adjournment 
 
 
If you are disabled and in need of assistance, please call 873-6677 prior to this meeting.  
 
NOTE:  AN EXPANDED MEETING MAY CONSTITUTE A QUORUM OF THE COUNCIL. 
 
Note: For security reasons, the front door of the City Hall Building will be locked after 4:30 p.m.  If you need to enter City 
Hall after that time, please use the Fifth Street entrances. 

 





 


          IT/MEDIA SERVICES 


              Producer 


 
 


 


City of Stoughton 


SALARY RANGE:                               PAY GRADE:                FLSA: N 


 
REPORTS TO: Communications Manager 


 


SUMMARY OF POSITION: 
The purpose of this position is to direct filming and provide event coverage 


support to the IT/Media Services Director and Communications Manager.  This 


position also assists with routine office support if available. 


 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 


Core Duties and Responsibilities - The following duties are the primary 
duties of this position, but do not compose an exclusive or all-encompassing 
list of duties. Other duties may be assigned or required to accomplish the main 


goals of this position. 
 Assist IT/Media Services Director, Communications Manager and with shoot 


set-up and take down as required 
 Perform camera duties at events as needed 
 Provide graphics support as needed 


 Direct single camera or multi-camera productions using video direction 
equipment 


 Perform single camera to file recordings 
 Edit video as requested by supervisors using non-linear editing software 
 Coordinate part-time staff members at shoots as needed. 


 Transport equipment to and from the station as needed. 
 Those 18 and older may drive the production truck as needed for shoots 


requiring it. 
 Other duties as assigned 
 


 
QUALIFICATIONS: 


The ability to perform the Core Duties and Additional Duties listed above and: 
 


Education/Training/Certifications  
 Must possess a valid driver’s license and have regular access to reliable 


transportation 


 Must have a minimum of one year television experience and received 
proper training by staff. 


 







 
Language Skills and Interpersonal Communication 


 
 Ability to communicate effectively with supervisor, part-time staff, other 


city staff and the general public. 
 
 


Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 
 


 Requires the ability to apply principles of rational systems.  Ability to 
interpret instructions furnished in written, oral, diagrammatic or schedule 
form.  Ability to exercise independent judgment to adopt or modify 


methods and standards to meet variations in assigned objective.  
 Requires the ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity 


required in situations involving the evaluation of information against 
measurable or verifiable criteria.  
 


 
Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Position  


Functions 
 


 Requires the ability to operate, maneuver and/or provide simple but 
continuous adjustment on equipment, machinery and tools such as a 
computer and other office machines, and/or materials used in performing 


essential functions. 
 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing skilled 


movements such as rapid keyboard use.  
 Tasks involve the ability to exert light physical effort in sedentary to light 


work, but which may involve some lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling of 


objects weighing five to 10040 pounds.  
 Requires the ability to recognize and identify similarities or differences 


between characteristics of colors, shapes and sounds associated with job-
related objects, materials and tasks. 


 


Environmental Adaptability 


 Ability to work under conditions that may be inside or outside.  
Environmental factors can include hot to cold temperatures depending on 
the shoot location 


 Ability to work with exposure to heights and/or uncomfortable 
environmental conditions depending on shoot location 


 


 


EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: 
The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  In compliance with 


applicable state and federal law, the City will provide reasonable 
accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 


prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with 
the City.   


 








 


          IT/MEDIA SERVICES 


              Media Technician – Camera Person 


 
 


 


City of Stoughton 


SALARY RANGE:                               PAY GRADE:                FLSA: N 


 
REPORTS TO: Communications Manager 


 


SUMMARY OF POSITION: 
The purpose of this position is to film with cameras to provide event coverage 


support to the Communications Manager and Producers.  This position also 


assists with routine office support if available. 


 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 


Core Duties and Responsibilities - The following duties are the primary 
duties of this position, but do not compose an exclusive or all-encompassing 
list of duties. Other duties may be assigned or required to accomplish the main 


goals of this position. 
 Assist IT/Media Services Director, Communications Manager and/or 


producers with shoot set-up and take down as required 
 Perform camera duties at events 
 Provide graphics support as needed 


 
QUALIFICATIONS: 


The ability to perform the Core Duties and Additional Duties listed above and: 
 
Education/Training/Certifications  


 Must have the ability to get to the shoot meeting location by designated 
time. 


 
Language Skills and Interpersonal Communication 
 


Ability to communicate effectively with supervisor, part-time staff, other 
city staff and the general public 


Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 
 
 Requires the ability to apply principles of rational systems.  Ability to 


interpret instructions furnished in written, oral, diagrammatic or schedule 
form.  Ability to exercise independent judgment to adopt or modify 


methods and standards to meet variations in assigned objective.  
 Requires the ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity 


required in situations involving the evaluation of information against 
measurable or verifiable criteria.  







 
 


Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Position  
Functions 


 
 Requires the ability to operate, maneuver and/or provide simple but 


continuous adjustment on equipment, machinery and tools such as a 


computer and other office machines, and/or materials used in performing 
essential functions. 


 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing skilled 
movements such as rapid keyboard use 


 Tasks involve the ability to exert light physical effort in sedentary to light 


work, but which may involve some lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling of 
objects weighing five to 100 pounds. 


 Requires the ability to recognize and identify similarities or differences 
between characteristics of colors, shapes and sounds associated with job-
related objects, materials and tasks. 


 


Environmental Adaptability 


 Ability to work under conditions that may be inside or outside.   


 Ability to work with exposure to heights and/or uncomfortable 
environmental conditions depending on shoot location 


 


 


EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: 
The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  In compliance with 
applicable state and federal law, the City will provide reasonable 


accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 
prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with 


the City.   
 
 


 
 


 
 
 


Council Approved: 


 








 


          IT/MEDIA SERVICES 


              ProducerMedia Technician - 


Film Director 
 


 


 


City of Stoughton 


SALARY RANGE:                               PAY GRADE:                FLSA: N 
 
REPORTS TO: Communications Manager 


 
SUMMARY OF POSITION: 
The purpose of this position is to direct filming and provide event coverage 


support to the IT/Media Services Director and Communications Manager.  This 


position also assists with routine office support if available. 


 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 


Core Duties and Responsibilities - The following duties are the primary 
duties of this position, but do not compose an exclusive or all-encompassing 


list of duties. Other duties may be assigned or required to accomplish the main 
goals of this position. 
 Assist IT/Media Services Director, Communications Manager and with shoot 


set-up and take down as required 
 Perform camera duties at events as needed 


 Provide graphics support as needed 
 Direct single camera or multi-camera productions using video direction 


equipment 
 Perform single camera to file recordings 
 Edit video as requested by supervisors using non-linear editing software 


 Coordinate part-time staff members at shoots as needed. 
 Transport equipment to and from the station as needed. 


 Those 18 and older may drive the production truck as needed for shoots 
requiring it. 


 Other duties as assigned 


 


 


QUALIFICATIONS: 
The ability to perform the Core Duties and Additional Duties listed above and: 
 


Education/Training/Certifications  
 Must possess a valid driver’s license and have regular access to reliable 


transportation 
 Must have a minimum of one year television experience and received 







proper training by staff. 
 


 
Language Skills and Interpersonal Communication 


 
 Ability to communicate effectively with supervisor, part-time staff, other 


city staff and the general public. 


 
 


Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 
 
 Requires the ability to apply principles of rational systems.  Ability to 


interpret instructions furnished in written, oral, diagrammatic or schedule 
form.  Ability to exercise independent judgment to adopt or modify 


methods and standards to meet variations in assigned objective.  
 Requires the ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity 


required in situations involving the evaluation of information against 


measurable or verifiable criteria.  
 


 
Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Position  


Functions 
 
 Requires the ability to operate, maneuver and/or provide simple but 


continuous adjustment on equipment, machinery and tools such as a 
computer and other office machines, and/or materials used in performing 


essential functions. 
 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing skilled 


movements such as rapid keyboard use.  


 Tasks involve the ability to exert light physical effort in sedentary to light 
work, but which may involve some lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling of 


objects weighing five to 10040 pounds.  
 Requires the ability to recognize and identify similarities or differences 


between characteristics of colors, shapes and sounds associated with job-


related objects, materials and tasks. 
 


Environmental Adaptability 


 Ability to work under conditions that may be inside or outside.  


Environmental factors can include hot to cold temperatures depending on 
the shoot location 


 Ability to work with exposure to heights and/or uncomfortable 
environmental conditions depending on shoot location 


 


 


EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: 
The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  In compliance with 


applicable state and federal law, the City will provide reasonable 
accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 
prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with 


the City.   


 








 


          IT/MEDIA SERVICES 


              Producer 


 
 


 


City of Stoughton 


SALARY RANGE:                               PAY GRADE:                FLSA: N 


 
REPORTS TO: Communications Manager 


 


SUMMARY OF POSITION: 
The purpose of this position is to direct filming and provide event coverage 


support to the Communications Manager.  This position also assists with 


routine office support if available. 


 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 


Core Duties and Responsibilities - The following duties are the primary 
duties of this position, but do not compose an exclusive or all-encompassing 
list of duties. Other duties may be assigned or required to accomplish the main 


goals of this position. 
 Assist Communications Manager and with shoot set-up and take down as 


required 
 Perform camera duties at events as needed 
 Provide graphics support as needed 


 Direct single camera or multi-camera productions using video direction 
equipment 


 Perform single camera to file recordings 
 Edit video as requested by supervisors using non-linear editing software 
 Coordinate part-time staff members at shoots as needed. 


 Transport equipment to and from the station as needed. 
 Those 18 and older may drive the production truck as needed for shoots 


requiring it. 
 Other duties as assigned 
 


 
QUALIFICATIONS: 


The ability to perform the Core Duties and Additional Duties listed above and: 
 


Education/Training/Certifications  
 Must possess a valid driver’s license and have regular access to reliable 


transportation 


 Must have a minimum of one year television experience and received 
proper training by staff. 


 







 
Language Skills and Interpersonal Communication 


 
 Ability to communicate effectively with supervisor, part-time staff, other 


city staff and the general public. 
 
 


Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 
 


 Requires the ability to apply principles of rational systems.  Ability to 
interpret instructions furnished in written, oral, diagrammatic or schedule 
form.  Ability to exercise independent judgment to adopt or modify 


methods and standards to meet variations in assigned objective.  
 Requires the ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity 


required in situations involving the evaluation of information against 
measurable or verifiable criteria.  
 


 
Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Position  


Functions 
 


 Requires the ability to operate, maneuver and/or provide simple but 
continuous adjustment on equipment, machinery and tools such as a 
computer and other office machines, and/or materials used in performing 


essential functions. 
 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing skilled 


movements such as rapid keyboard use.  
 Tasks involve the ability to exert light physical effort in sedentary to light 


work, but which may involve some lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling of 


objects weighing five to 100 pounds.  
 Requires the ability to recognize and identify similarities or differences 


between characteristics of colors, shapes and sounds associated with job-
related objects, materials and tasks. 


 


Environmental Adaptability 


 Ability to work under conditions that may be inside or outside.   
 Ability to work with exposure to heights and/or uncomfortable 


environmental conditions depending on shoot location 


 


 


EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: 


The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  In compliance with 
applicable state and federal law, the City will provide reasonable 
accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 


prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with 
the City.   


 








PERSONNEL COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 


Monday, May 1, 2017 6:03pm 


Mayor’s Office 


 


Present: Alders: Thomas Majewski (Chair), Kathleen Johnson (Vice-Chair), Sid Boersma, Matt Bartlett      


(attended from approximately 6:45-7:45), and Mayor Donna Olson (ex-officio member), and Director 


Gillingham  


 


Others in attendance: Derek Westby, Chief Leck, Chip Vike 


 


1. CALL TO ORDER: Majewski called the meeting to order at 6:03pm 


 


2. Approval of the Minutes of the April 3, 2017 and April 20, 2017Personnel Committee meeting minutes.   


Motion to approve Boersma, second by Johnson, Approved 4-0 


 


3. Communications 


Director Gillingham gave a Human Resources update:  Following Council approval for hire without 


contingencies, following the approval Director Gillingham attempted multiple times via phone, e-mail 


and text over several days to reach Sneha Patel, with no success.   Ms. Patel finally responded and 


declined the position stating she had taken another position in a Large Senior Living Facility as their 


CIO.  The position she stated was a perfect fit.  Mayor Olson and Director Gillingham looked at it the 


position today and it was decided to remove the WSTO portion of the position from the ad. The 


position was relisted today and tomorrow the It Panel will look at the description further. Director 


Gillingham stated that the PD Union would be starting their process on May 23rd in an attempt to get a 


head start. She also stated that the recruiting process for the Adult Services Librarian position was 


concluded. Director MacDonald had extended a conditional offer to Kate Hull today and she had 


accepted. Once she has passed the background, physical, and drug screen she will be scheduled for 


orientation and start in her position on July 3rd. We had very successful seasonal employee recruitment 


this month. We tried a different tactic and partnered with the High School to Career Coordinator to 


encourage students to take positions with the City. Gini designed pull tab posters which were hung at 


the school and in City Hall.  She did an excellent job with the design and layout. Director Gillingham 


also stated that she and Gini attended a CVMIC meeting in Waukesha this month regarding the 


NeoGov program and other HR related topics. Director Gillingham also stated that meetings have been 


scheduled for Anytime Fitness to present to each department. Director Gillingham stated that she has 


had several FMLA cases this month, a couple of surgeries and a pregnancy. She also stated the Fire 


Department volunteer recruiting had come to an end and four applicants were interviewed with three 


moving forward from those interviews. She stated Derek Westby and Gini Skarda had been working on 


updating the Human Resources Position openings portion of the City’s website. Position descriptions 


had been added and the page has a much more streamlined look. Director Gillingham stated the WRS 


number of hours was reported incorrectly in some employee’s cases but that it had been corrected and 


letter mailed to employees. As Director Gillingham was reviewing the Summary Plan Description for 


the Dental Plan she had found that the City’s dental policy (that had been in effect since before she 







was hired) allowed children to stay on their parents policies until the age of 26 and stated that she 


would recommend a change to the standard, thus reducing the Cities exposure.   


 


4. Discussion and possible action regarding On Call Pay- request from staff to date back to 1/1/17 


versus 4/3/17 when it was approved  


Director Gillingham stated that at the 3/6/17 meeting the change to Public Works On-Call policy had 


been approved with an effective date of 3/6/2017.  Director Hebert requested that the pay be 


retroactive to 1/1/17 versus 3/6/2017. She also stated that she had received an email from Director 


Herbert that stated that one of the Alder’s (off the record) had told someone at Public Works that this 


would pass and they they would be paid back to 1/1/2017. Majewski stated that the person who said 


this would pass was very reckless, they are one of twelve and that does not constitute a guarantee. He 


further stated that, if approved, the funds to pay the retro pay should be taken from Public Works 


funds. Johnson asked how much money we are talking about to which Director Gillingham stated 


approximately less than $1000. There was some discussion (bringing the new alders on the Personnel 


Committee up to date) on the Utilities vs Public Works policies and how it ended up that Utilities had a 


different policy than Public Works. Director Gillingham stated that she would support the retroactive 


pay in this situation but also stated that if we are going to continue to change the effective dates that  


we may need to have a policy that states the changes go into effect on the date of the approval not 


retroactively. Mayor Olson agreed with Director Gillingham saying that the changes should go forward 


from the approved date of change. Boersma stated there should be no involvement by alders unless it 


is before them in Council. Majewski added that it’s easy to make promises but he is not sure why they 


thought they had the right to. He stated further that that is not how government works. It moves 


slowly and with certain steps to prevent issues such as these. He stated that the alder involvement 


bothers him. Johnson stated that employee morale is important and it’s only $1000. If we did it for 


Utilities, I feel we need to do it for Public Works as well. Director Gillingham asked Chip Vike to speak. 


He stated that it was in the work rules and he didn’t think it was fair that the Utilities Dept. got it back 


in October. He asked why should the PW employees not get it at least from 1/1/17. 


Motion to approve as long as funds from Public Works are used; Johnson, Second Bartlett, Approved 


5-0  


 


5. Review and possible action regarding updated Hiring Policy – Other 


Director Gillingham presented an email from Alder Tim Swadley requesting that all salaried employees 


be added in the process for hire to go to Council as well as leadership positions. Director Gillingham 


stated that only leadership positions are salaried. All other full time and part time employees are paid 


hourly, so they do not count as “salaried employees”. Director Gillingham then presented the updated 


hiring policy for full time and regular part-time position.  An appeal process was added in the event the 


approval was not received from the Mayor to hire.  


Motion to approve Boersma, second Bartlett, Approved 5-0 


 


6. Review and possible action regarding updated Hiring Policy - Leadership  


Director Gillingham asked the committee to look at the updated hiring policy for department heads 


and asked them if there are no changes made to the position description, is this considered change? 







The email from Alder Swadley was brought up again and Majewski stated that Personnel issues need to 


flow through the Personnel Committee before going to Council. He further stated Alder Swadley wants 


to micro-manage the hiring of departments. He (Swadley) and some of the other Alders still have their 


hackles up about the Economic Development portion of the Finance Directors position. Majewski also 


stated that he (Swadley) wants to shortcut it so that he can micro-manage the hiring of department 


heads. Director Gillingham reviewed the changes she was directed to make to the Policy at the last 


Personnel meeting regarding new Leadership hiring. She then stated that she had been directed by 


Personnel to do this.  She said that she received an email from Swadley. She asked who’s direction she 


was to follow.   Majewski stated that the committee needs to go through its processes. He further 


stated he believes the new language spells it out very clearly but the Personnel committee is still 


involved. Director Gillingham stated she had followed the new process with the hiring of the new 


IT/Media Director position with no issues. Boersma stated that Council (including the president) 


wanted the Economic Development portion of the Finance Director position separated out so they 


could hire an Economic Development Director. Director Gillingham stated that when they hired the 


Finance Director, the potential hire was told that the ED portion of the job description may be stripped 


from her position description at any time. Bartlett stated that the opportunity to make changes to 


position descriptions should come before the Personnel Committee before going to Council. Majewski 


stated that there was no budget for the Economic Development position anyway. There was some 


discussion about the cost of a future Economic Development Director. 


Boersma left the meeting for a brief time.  


Motion to approve the Hiring Policy-Leadership by Bartlett, Second by Majewski, Approved 4-0   


 


7. Discussion and possible action regarding Holidays as it pertains to Dispatch (Non-Union but receiving 


Union recognized Holidays) per Alder Majewski request 


Majewski stated that just because the dispatch works at the PD doesn’t mean they get the benefits of 


the Union. They are not Union employees and should receive the same benefits as the rest of the City 


employees therefore they should follow the same Holiday policy. Leck came forward and stated that 


they are not the same because they are the only non-union employees who work shift work, 24 hour 


shifts. There was a lengthy discussion regarding shift worker vs non shift workers. Leck stated this is 


not a monetary issue. He further stated that there are more and more rules being made for the entire 


City which do not take the shift worker into consideration. His argument was that this is the way it 


always has been and kept referring to the way it has been handled in the past.  Director Gillingham 


stated that they are still getting 8 hours of holiday pay whether they are a shift worker or not. Leck 


stated that the policy was written for City Hall workers. Mayor Olson stated it had nothing to do with 


that, the change was made because there was a consensus that more work would be accomplished in 


one full day rather than two half days. Leck stated that as long as it’s done in a fair fashion and they are 


paid time and a half plus the option to take the holiday on another day. He stated he would like to 


maintain the policy they have been following at the Police Department and said it’s stated that way in 


the Work Rules. Director Gillingham stated that the Work Rules he is talking about was not approved 


by Council. There was some discussion regarding this and Director Gillingham was tasked with 


researching the current Work Rules as it applies to this issue before bringing this issue back to 


Personnel. A copy of the Work Rules was reviewed and in the section that states Dispatchers New 







Year’s Eve Day was not even listed as a recognized holiday.  Therefore, the conversation was mute and 


no action was to be taken.  The existing policy states 4 hours for Christmas Eve Day and New Year Eve 


Day not being a recognized holiday would continue to be the policy for Dispatch per Chief Leck’s 


request.  Under Director Gillingham’s recommendation, Dispatch would have received 8 hours holiday 


on Christmas Eve Day.  Final decision as directed by Chief Leck, no change to Dispatch holidays.  They 


are to receive 4 Holiday hours for Christmas Eve Day and no holiday for New Year Eve Day.   


No Further Action to Be Taken 


 


8. Discussion and possible action regarding IT Manager and IT Operations Specialist position 


Motion to table to a future date in order to move the item to closed session.   


 


9. Discussion and possible action regarding the following position descriptions: 


A. Media Technician – Camera Person 


B. Media – Producer 


C. Media Technician – Film Director 


Motion to table #9 until the next Personnel meeting; Boersma, second Majewski, Approved 5-0 


 


10. Discussion and possible action regarding proposed title change from “Forester/Machine Operator” 


to “Arborist/Machine Operator” 


Motion to table #10 until the next Personnel meeting; Majewski, second Bartlett, Approved 5-0 


 


11. Future Agenda Items 


There was some discussion regarding the time and days of the Personnel Committee meeting due to 


issues Bartlett had stated earlier in the week via email. However, he stated he has worked out those 


issues and will be able to meet on the first Monday of the month at 6pm. The decision was made to 


keep the meeting schedule. Director Gillingham stated that Springsted had researched dispatch and 


she felt comfortable with the study as it included other cities, villages, sources and the fact that 


Springsted is not a new company, they’ve been around a long time and are well regarded. Boersma 


asked about Insurance renewal and Director Gillingham stated that would start a little later in the year. 


She also stated that this will be the last year of the 3 year contract and that we will need to start 


looking at our plans for 2019. 


 


12. Motion to adjourn Johnson, Second Bartlett, Approved 5-0. Meeting adjourned 7:45pm. 


 








 


OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA 
Notice is hereby given that the Personnel Committee of the City of Stoughton, 


Wisconsin will hold a regular or special meeting as indicated on the date, time and 


location given below. 


 Meeting of the: 
Date /Time: 
Location: 


Members: 


Personnel Committee of the City of Stoughton 


Monday, June  5, 2017 @ 6:00 pm 


Mayor’s Office (381 E Main St, Stoughton WI 53589)  


Thomas Majewski (Chair), Kathleen Johnson (Vice-Chair), Sid Boersma, Matt Bartlett, and 


Mayor Donna Olson (ex-officio member) 


 


 


 


 


1 Call to Order 
 


2 Approval of the May 1, 2017 Personnel Committee meeting minutes 
 


3 Communications 
 


4 Discussion and update regarding request for change to Work Rules: Hours of Work (No 
changes recommended per Director Gillingham and Mayor Olson) 


 


5 Discussion and possible action regarding Work Rules: Rest Periods 
 


6 Review and possible action regarding compensation plan and annual review 
 


7 Discussion and possible action regarding the following position descriptions: 
A. Media Technician – Camera Person 
B. Media – Producer 
C. Media Technician – Film Director 


 


8 Discussion and possible action regarding proposed position description title change from 
“Forester/Machine Operator” to “City Forester” 
 


9 Discussion, review and possible action regarding open Forester/Machine Operator position 
and recommended position description updates 


 


10 Future Agenda Items 


 Review and recommendation for “steps” for Apprentice Linemen as certifications are 
received 


 Updates from Springsted regarding compensation review of Utilities position 
descriptions approved at the 3/1/2017 Council Meeting under the consent agenda 


 Springsted next steps  
 


11 Adjournment 
 
 
If you are disabled and in need of assistance, please call 873-6677 prior to this meeting.  
 
NOTE:  AN EXPANDED MEETING MAY CONSTITUTE A QUORUM OF THE COUNCIL. 
 
Note: For security reasons, the front door of the City Hall Building will be locked after 4:30 p.m.  If you need to enter City 
Hall after that time, please use the Fifth Street entrances. 


 





















































REST PERIODS 


The City recognizes that safe working conditions are of prime importance, and will take 


reasonable precautions to protect the safety and health of all employees.  If an employee 


works for 4 or more consecutive overtime hours, or a total of 4 four or more overtime 


hours after midnight, the Department Head or their designee has the right to release the 


employee from all or part of their regularly scheduled shift. 


 and is If the employee is released from work, a minimum of 6 six hours shall elapse, 


provided that they employee is are not required for emergency work, before he/shethey 


returns to their regularly scheduled shift work without loss of pay for scheduled time.  


Earned rest period is that period when an employee rests during his/her scheduled 


working hours.  An employee required to work into this earned rest period shall be paid 


at 1½ times his/her regular rate until released from work.  WhenIf an employee returns to 


their regularly scheduled shift after the six-hour rest period has concluded, they shall be 


paid for such regularly scheduled time at their regular rate.  If an employee is called back 


to work for emergency work prior to the conclusion of theduring that six-hour rest period, 


he/shethey shall be paid for such regularly scheduled time rest period hours at 1½ times 


his/hertheir regular rate.   


  







HOLIDAYS 


… 


Employees working on named holidays will also receive compensation time off equal to 


the amount of time worked.Employees called in for an emergency or otherwise required 


to work on a named holiday listed in this section shall receive double-time for all hours 


worked, in addition to any applicable holiday pay.  For purposes of this provision, the 


holiday shall be the calendar day on which it actually falls, and not the observed day if it 


falls on a weekend.   


Example: Work performed on a Christmas Day that falls on a Sunday would be 


compensated at double-time, even though Christmas Day will be observed on Monday 


for purposes of time off.  Work performed on the observed Monday would not be 


compensated at double-time. 


  







HOURS OF WORK 


… 


An employee scheduled to work 8eight hours or more is required to may take an unpaid 


lunch meal break of 30 to 60 minutesnot less than one-half hour and not more than one 


hour, and either two 15 minute or one 30 minute paid break.  Paid and unpaid breaks are 


to be provided at the discretion of the Department Head.   


Part-time employees scheduled to work fewer than eight hours shall be entitled to take 


one 15 minute paid break after working four consecutive hours.   


Lunch breaks Breaks may be delayed if necessary, but not to the end of the workday, or 


and cannot be taken on a subsequent workday or accumulated. 


All employees scheduled for an 8-hour day or more may take two 15-minute paid breaks 


or one 30 minute paid break, at the discretion of the Department Head.  The Department 


Head retains the right to schedule employee breaks to fulfill the operational needs of the 


work unit.   


Part-time employees working less than 8 hours in a day, shall be entitled to take a fifteen 


(15) minute paid break to be scheduled with the approval of the employee’s supervisor 


after working four (4) consecutive hours.  Breaks may be delayed if necessary.  Breaks 


are not to be taken at the end of the workday, combined_into the lunch break or taken on 


a subsequent workday.  Breaks may not be accumulated. 


… 


 








City of Stoughton 


Position Description 


 


 
Name:           Department:    Street Department    


    


Classification Title:  Forester/ Machine Operator  Pay Grade:        FLSA:  N 


 


Date:   December 2008 August 2014   Reports To:     Street Superintendent 


 


 


Purpose of Position 
Responsible for urban forestry maintenance for all city owned properties including the removal, trimming, planting, 


permitting, and inventory of parkrow city owned trees.  Operates snow removal equipment as required.  


 


Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
The following duties are normal for this classification. These are not to be construed as exclusive or 


all-inclusive. Other duties may be required and assigned. 


 


 Enforce ordinances and policies involving trees in public ways and public places and master tree plan. 


 


 Inspect, prioritize, evaluate and determine trees to be pruned, levels or classes of pruning required and trees to be 


removed. 


 


 Climb, trim, prune, shape and remove trees in the public rights-of-way, parks, cemeteries and other City owned 


property.  


 


 Respond to requests for tree plantings and maintenance of public rights-of-way; approve tree planting and 


removal permits 


 


 Operate all types of forestry related equipment and tools. 


 


 Solicit proposals from vendors for specified tree work.  


 


 Maintains records and activity reports. 


 


 Pursue Grant Opportunities in Urban Forestry  


 


 Educate public in forestry practices and coordinate Arbor Day and Tree Commission activities. 


 


 Diagnose tree diseases or insect infestation and recommend treatment throughout city. 


 


 Oversee the everyday general maintenance of forestry equipment and confer with mechanics for status of repairs. 


 


 Develop an urban forestry plan and prepare forestry maintenance standards for review and implementation. 


Maintain plan and standards on an ongoing basis. 


 


  Operates a variety of machines such as 34,000 G.V.W. dump trucks, bucket truck, end loaders, sweepers, motor 


grader, backhoe, skid steer, various mowers, tractors, stump grinder, chainsaw, brush chipper, snow removal 


equipment, (i.e. plow truck with wing and sander, heavy duty snow blower), truck mounted leaf vacuum.  


Computerized sign making machine and other borrowed equipment. 


 


 Performs routine equipment maintenance tasks such as fueling, checking fluid levels, etc. 


 


 Operates backhoe digger, bucket truck and hand tools near and around electrical distribution lines, gas mains, 


water mains, sewer lateral mains, fiber optics, etc. 


 







City of Stoughton           Forester/Machine Operator 


Position Description 


 


 


 Picks up and disposes of leaves off city parkrows and streets. 


 


 Plows and/or salts all city streets, alleys, sidewalks and parking lots in accordance to winter road and sidewalk 


procedures and snow emergency ordinance. 


 


 Participates in on-going equipment and safety training. 


 


 Cutting, chipping and removal of brush and yard waste. 


 


 Prepares work sites.  Erects warning signs and secures area.  Maintains knowledge of and implements safety 


procedures according to MUTCD. 


 


 Contacts citizens to inform them of tree trimming operations. 


 


 Participates in on-call status and emergencies. 


 


 Completes and maintains work orders and time sheets. 


 


 Liaison to city department, schools, organizations, and city businesses to practice and promote healthy 


urban forestry  


 


 Attends Staff to Tree Commission Meetings. 


 


 Assist residents and business owners with tree questions 


 


Additional Tasks and Responsibilities 
While the following tasks are necessary for the work of the unit, they are not an essential part of the purpose 


of this classification and may also be performed by other unit members. 


 


 


 Notifies digger’s hotline of digging operations. 


 


 Landscaping. 


 


 Assist in mowing and clean up of parks and greenways. 


 


 Assist parks with pre and post season maintenance. 


 


 Assist civic organizations in helping them with different activities (i.e. putting up banners, Christmas lights, 


Syttende Mai activities). 


 


 Cemetery maintenance. 


 


 Ability to work with a variety of hand tools required for jobs. 


 


Minimum Training and Experience Required to Perform Essential Job Functions 
High school diploma supplemented with certified arborist or equivalent two-year certification; four years of 


progressively responsible experience in tree maintenance, urban forestry, landscape maintenance or nursery 


operations; experience in the operation of tractors, endloaders, skidders, and bucket trucks, or any combination of 


education and experience that provides equivalent knowledge, skills, and abilities.  A valid operator’s license and 







City of Stoughton           Forester/Machine Operator 


Position Description 


 


Commercial Driver’s license class B, C, D with air brakes certification endorsements required at hire. Certified line 


clearance per OSHA Standards. Use of roping rigging equipment and technique for removing branches. 


 


 


 


 


 


Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Job Functions 
 


Language Ability and Interpersonal Communication 


 


 Must possess specific knowledge of urban forestry, including tree planting, maintenance, removal and disease; 


knowledge of the hazards and safety precautions of the work. 


 


 Ability to follow the City of Stoughton safety policy and use of proper safety equipment and procedures to ensure 


protection against personal injury and damage. 


 


 Ability to classify, compute and tabulate data and information, following a prescribed plan requiring the exercise 


of some judgment.  Ability to compare, count, differentiate, measure and sort information.  Ability to assemble, 


copy, record and transcribe data and information. 


 


 Ability to explain, demonstrate and clarify to others within well established policies, procedures and standards, as 


well as the ability to follow specific instructions and respond to simple requests from others. 


 


 Ability to utilize a variety of advisory data and information, such as work orders, grade sheets, hazardous 


materials lists, safety manuals and procedures, constructions specifications, blueprints, equipment operating 


manuals, time sheets, maps, vehicle logs, accident reports, technical operating manuals, procedures and 


guidelines. 


 


 Ability to communicate effectively with residents, customers, Department personnel, law enforcement personnel, 


contractors, tree trimmers, civic groups, and other city employees. 


 


 Ability to help and teach full time and seasonal workers with various tree duties. 


 


 Ability to analyze and categorize data and information in order to determine the relationship of the data with 


reference to established criteria/standards. 


 


Mathematical Ability 


 


 Ability to add and subtract, multiply and divide and calculate percentages, fractions, and decimals. 


 


Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 


 


 Ability to use functional reasoning and apply rational judgment in performing diversified work activities. 


 


 Ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity required in situations involving the evaluation of 


information against sensory and/or judgmental criteria. 


 


Physical Requirements 


 


 Skill in the operation of forestry tools and equipment; and skill in climbing with ropes and/or aerial lift truck 


operation, brush chipper, stump grinder and pruning and felling of trees. 


 







City of Stoughton           Forester/Machine Operator 


Position Description 


 


 Ability to perform physical activities routinely at a medium/high demand level; ability to determine right-of way 


boundaries from working map; ability to establish and maintain working relationship with other employees, 


officials, contractors and the general public. 


 


 Ability to operate equipment and machinery requiring monitoring multiple conditions and making multiple, 


complex and rapid adjustments, such as motor grader loaders, backhoes, dump truck with plows, sanders and 


wings, street sweepers, truck mounted leaf vacuum, skid steer, tractors, stump grinder grubber, common 


mechanic’s hand tools, transit, chain saw, brush chipper, welder, cutting torches, jack hammers, air tools, 


hydraulic jack, grinder, and other equipment as needed in job performance.  Ability to perform routine repairs on 


complex equipment and machinery. 


 


 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing highly skilled movements involved in repair and 


maintenance tasks. 


 


 Ability to exert heavy physical effort in moderate to heavy work, typically involving some combination of 


climbing and balancing, stooping, kneeling, crouching, crawling, and lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling over 


100 pounds. 


 


 Ability to recognize and identify degrees of similarities or differences between characteristics of colors, forms, 


sounds and textures associated with job-related objects, materials and ingredients. 


 


Environmental Adaptability 


 


 Ability to work under mildly unsafe dangerous and uncomfortable conditions where exposure to environmental 


factors such as temperature variations, odors, toxic agents, noise, vibrations, wetness, electrical currents, 


machinery, disease and/or dust may cause discomfort and where there is a risk of injury or death. 


 


The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 


the City will provide reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 


prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with the employer. 


 


 


_____________________________________ _____________________________________   


Employee’s Signature Supervisor’s Signature 


 


 


_____________________________________ ____________________________________   


Date  Date 


 


 


Council Approved 12-9-2008 







“Regarding the Forester position job description Director Manthe stated that the 
position is a liaison to the residents, and promotes the health of the City’s trees. He also 
stated that the position requires a certified Arborist. Boersma asked if the position 
required a Bachelors Degree to which Director Manthe replied no. Majewski stated that 
the position is actually worded for an Arborist not a Forrester. There was discussion 
regarding the difference. In the end it was decided that that the job description be 
changed to Arborist and that the wording “Park row trees” be struck and “all City owned 
trees” should be inserted in its place. Motion to approve with the changes specified 
Boersma, second by O’Connor. Motion carried unanimously.” 


 
 
Excerpt from: 
 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
Wednesday, January 6, 2016 @ 6:00pm 
Mayor’s Office 


Present: Alders: Sid Boersma (Chair), Pat O’Connor, Paul Lawrence, Thomas Majewski, Mayor 
Donna Olson (ex-officio), Director Gillingham 


Others in attendance: Director Manthe, Dan Jenks 
 


 


 







City of Stoughton  


Position Description 


Name: Department: Street Department 


Classification Title: Forester/ Machine Operator Pay Grade: FLSA: N 


Date:December 2008 August 2014  January 2016 Reports To: Street Superintendent 


Purpose of Position 
Responsible for urban forestry maintenance for all city owned properties including the removal, trimming, planting, 


permitting, and inventory of parkrow city owned trees. Operates snow removal equipment as required. 


Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
The following duties are normal for this classification. These are not to be construed as exclusive 


or all-inclusive. Other duties may be required and assigned. 


 Enforce ordinances and policies involving trees in public ways and public places and master tree plan. 


 Inspect, prioritize, evaluate and determine trees to be pruned, levels or classes of pruning required and trees to 


be removed. 


 Climb, trim, prune, shape and remove trees in the public rights-of-way, parks, cemeteries and other City 


owned property. 


 Respond to requests for tree plantings and maintenance of public rights-of-way; approve tree planting 


and removal permits 


 Operate all types of forestry related equipment and tools. 


 Solicit proposals from vendors for specified tree work. 


 Maintains records and activity reports. 


 Pursue Grant Opportunities in Urban Forestry 


 Educate public in forestry practices and coordinate Arbor Day and Tree Commission activities. 


 Diagnose tree diseases or insect infestation and recommend treatment throughout city. 


 Oversee the everyday general maintenance of forestry equipment and confer with mechanics for status of repairs. 


 Develop an urban forestry plan and prepare forestry maintenance standards for review and 


implementation. Maintain plan and standards on an ongoing basis. 


 Operates a variety of machines such as 34,000 G.V.W. dump trucks, bucket truck, end loaders, sweepers, motor 


grader, backhoe, skid steer, various mowers, tractors, stump grinder, chainsaw, brush chipper, snow removal 


equipment, (i.e. plow truck with wing and sander, heavy duty snow blower), truck mounted leaf vacuum. 


Computerized sign making machine and other borrowed equipment. 


 Performs routine equipment maintenance tasks such as fueling, checking fluid levels, etc. 


 Operates backhoe digger, bucket truck and hand tools near and around electrical distribution lines, gas 


mains, water mains, sewer lateral mains, fiber optics, etc. 







City of Stoughton Forester/Machine Operator 


Position Description 


 Picks up and disposes of leaves off city parkrows and streets. 


 Plows and/or salts all city streets, alleys, sidewalks and parking lots in accordance to winter road and 


sidewalk procedures and snow emergency ordinance. 


 Participates in on-going equipment and safety training. 


 Cutting, chipping and removal of brush and yard waste. 


 Prepares work sites. Erects warning signs and secures area. Maintains knowledge of and implements safety 


procedures according to MUTCD. 


 Contacts citizens to inform them of tree trimming operations. 


 Participates in on-call status and emergencies. 


 Completes and maintains work orders and time sheets. 


 Liaison to city department, schools, organizations, and city businesses to practice and promote 


healthy urban forestry 


 Attends Staff to Tree Commission Meetings. 


 Assist residents and business owners with tree questions 


Additional Tasks and Responsibilities 


While the following tasks are necessary for the work of the unit, they are not an essential part of the 


purpose of this classification and may also be performed by other unit members. 


 Notifies digger’s hotline of digging operations. 


 Landscaping. 


 Assist in mowing and clean up of parks and greenways. 


 Assist parks with pre and post season maintenance. 


 Assist civic organizations in helping them with different activities (i.e. putting up banners, Christmas 


lights, Syttende Mai activities). 


 Cemetery maintenance. 


 Ability to work with a variety of hand tools required for jobs. 


Minimum Training and Experience Required to Perform Essential Job Functions 
High school diploma supplemented with certified arborist or equivalent two-year certification; four years of 


progressively responsible experience in tree maintenance, urban forestry, landscape maintenance or nursery 


operations; experience in the operation of tractors, endloaders, skidders, and bucket trucks, or any combination of 


education and experience that provides equivalent knowledge, skills, and abilities. A valid operator’s license and 







City of Stoughton Forester/Machine Operator 


Position Description 


Commercial Driver’s license class B, C, D with air brakes certification endorsements required at hire. Certified 


line clearance per OSHA Standards. Use of roping rigging equipment and technique for removing branches. 


Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Job Functions 


Language Ability and Interpersonal Communication 


 Must possess specific knowledge of urban forestry, including tree planting, maintenance, removal and 


disease; knowledge of the hazards and safety precautions of the work. 


 Ability to follow the City of Stoughton safety policy and use of proper safety equipment and procedures to 


ensure protection against personal injury and damage. 


 Ability to classify, compute and tabulate data and information, following a prescribed plan requiring the exercise 


of some judgment. Ability to compare, count, differentiate, measure and sort information. Ability to assemble, 


copy, record and transcribe data and information. 


 Ability to explain, demonstrate and clarify to others within well established policies, procedures and standards, 


as well as the ability to follow specific instructions and respond to simple requests from others. 


 Ability to utilize a variety of advisory data and information, such as work orders, grade sheets, hazardous 


materials lists, safety manuals and procedures, constructions specifications, blueprints, equipment operating 


manuals, time sheets, maps, vehicle logs, accident reports, technical operating manuals, procedures and 


guidelines. 


 Ability to communicate effectively with residents, customers, Department personnel, law enforcement 


personnel, contractors, tree trimmers, civic groups, and other city employees. 


 Ability to help and teach full time and seasonal workers with various tree duties. 


 Ability to analyze and categorize data and information in order to determine the relationship of the data 


with reference to established criteria/standards. 


Mathematical Ability 


 Ability to add and subtract, multiply and divide and calculate percentages, fractions, and 


decimals. Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 


 Ability to use functional reasoning and apply rational judgment in performing diversified work activities. 


 Ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity required in situations involving the evaluation of 


information against sensory and/or judgmental criteria. 


Physical Requirements 


 Skill in the operation of forestry tools and equipment; and skill in climbing with ropes and/or aerial lift 


truck operation, brush chipper, stump grinder and pruning and felling of trees. 







City of Stoughton Forester/Machine Operator 


Position Description 


 Ability to perform physical activities routinely at a medium/high demand level; ability to determine right-of 


way boundaries from working map; ability to establish and maintain working relationship with other employees, 


officials, contractors and the general public. 


 Ability to operate equipment and machinery requiring monitoring multiple conditions and making multiple, 


complex and rapid adjustments, such as motor grader loaders, backhoes, dump truck with plows, sanders and 


wings, street sweepers, truck mounted leaf vacuum, skid steer, tractors, stump grinder grubber, common 


mechanic’s hand tools, transit, chain saw, brush chipper, welder, cutting torches, jack hammers, air tools, 


hydraulic jack, grinder, and other equipment as needed in job performance. Ability to perform routine repairs on 


complex equipment and machinery. 


 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing highly skilled movements involved in repair 


and maintenance tasks. 


 Ability to exert heavy physical effort in moderate to heavy work, typically involving some combination of 


climbing and balancing, stooping, kneeling, crouching, crawling, and lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling 


over 100 pounds. 


 Ability to recognize and identify degrees of similarities or differences between characteristics of colors, 


forms, sounds and textures associated with job-related objects, materials and ingredients. 


Environmental Adaptability 


 Ability to work under mildly unsafe dangerous and uncomfortable conditions where exposure to 


environmental factors such as temperature variations, odors, toxic agents, noise, vibrations, wetness, electrical 


currents, machinery, disease and/or dust may cause discomfort and where there is a risk of injury or death. 


The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 


the City will provide reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 


prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with the employer. 


Employee’s Signature Supervisor’s Signature 


Date Date 


Council Approved 12-9-2008 


DATE TO BE ADDED 
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      PUBLIC WORKS 
DEPARTMENT  


           CITY FORESTER 


 
 
 
City of Stoughton 


SALARY RANGE:  $                         PAYGRADE:                                FLSA: N 


 


REPORTS TO: Director of Public Works                          


 
SUMMARY OF POSITION: 
 
This position is responsible for the long term care and management of the City of 
Stoughton urban forest, which include the preparation and application of a 
management plan including planting, pruning, protecting, and removal programs for 
public trees and associated vegetation.  This position is responsible for interacting 
with the community, both private and public, along with elected officials, civic 
organizations and other city staff. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 


Core Duties and Responsibilities - The following duties are the primary duties of 
this position, but do not compose an exclusive or all-encompassing list of duties. 
Other duties may be assigned or required to accomplish the main goals of this 


position. 


 Participates in forestry, and grounds maintenance activities on public properties 
and right-of-ways. 


 Collaborates with the Streets Supervisor and Parks Maintenance Supervisor to 
schedule forestry work and to schedule personnel to perform work within the urban 
forest.  


 Instructs and trains seasonal staff on planting, pruning, disease detection and 
treatment of trees.  


 Assists in preparing bid specifications; soliciting quotations from vendors; ensuring 
purchases meet departmental specifications and requirements. 


 Works with the City Tree Commission to develop City Forestry programs and goals. 


 Coordinates Arbor Day and other Urban Forest related activities within the 
community. 


 Assists the Director of Public Works in the preparation of the forestry budget.  


 Inspects trees and shrubs for disease infestation and other structural defects. 
Recommends and/or conducts treatment, pruning and removal of public trees when 
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necessary.  


 Represents the City regarding forestry programs.  


 Investigates complaints regarding hazardous private trees and enforces removal 
as necessary according to state and local policies.  


 Reviews landscape and planting plans for plantings in the public right-of-way.  


 Plans and conducts community workshops on forestry and horticulture subjects.  


 Enforces Forestry ordinances.  


 Recommends amendments to City Forestry ordinances as necessary.  


 Issues permits for tree planting and removal.  


 Monitors forestry budget activity but not responsible for budget and expenditure 
authority. 


 Responsible for maintaining tree inventory software and keeping records up to 
date. 


 Participates in snow and ice removal operations. 


 May perform other duties as assigned.  
 


 
QUALIFICATIONS: 


The ability to perform the Core Duties and Additional Duties listed above and: 
 


 


Education/Training/Certifications  


 Associates Degree in Urban Forestry or closely related field; Bachelor’s degree 
preferred.  A combination of education and work experience will be considered. 
 


 Two years of increasingly responsible experience in Urban Forestry, and Grounds 
Maintenance or related field, or the equivalent combination of education and 
experience sufficient to successfully perform the essential duties of this position. 


 ISA Certified Arborist preferred. 
 


 Certified Line Clearance per OSHA standards preferred.  
 


 A valid Wisconsin Driver’s License at time of hire. 
 


 A valid operator’s license and Commercial Driver’s license class B, C, D with air 
brakes certification endorsements required within 6 months of employee start 
date. 


 


 


Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities 


 Knowledge of urban forestry and arboricultural principles and practices as applied 
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to planting, care and maintenance of trees;  


 Knowledge of horticultural practices and design principles;  


 Ability to use and care for tools and equipment used in tree care and 
maintenance;  


 Knowledge of tree diseases, infestations and corrective treatment;  


 Knowledge of tree species and ability to identify trees and shrubs growing in our 
area;  


 Ability to diagnose tree and shrub problems and diseases and proper care 
procedures;  


 Ability to plan, organize, lead and evaluate the work of personnel;  


 Skills in public speaking;  


 Ability to use hand and power tools;  


 Ability to maintain files and records;  


 Ability to use a variety of office equipment and related applications;  


 Skilled in communicating effectively orally and in writing;  


 Knowledge and ability to maintain weed control and grounds maintenance.  


 
Language Ability and Interpersonal Skills 


 Must possess specific knowledge of urban forestry, including tree planting, 
maintenance, removal and disease; knowledge of the hazards and safety 
precautions of the work. 


 Ability to follow the City of Stoughton safety policy and use of proper safety 
equipment and procedures to ensure protection against personal injury and 
damage. 


 Ability to classify, compute and tabulate data and information, following a 
prescribed plan requiring the exercise of some judgment.  Ability to compare, 
count, differentiate, measure and sort information.  Ability to assemble, copy, 
record and transcribe data and information. 
 


 Ability to explain, demonstrate and clarify to others within well-established 
policies, procedures and standards, as well as the ability to follow specific 
instructions and respond to simple requests from others. 
 


 Ability to utilize a variety of advisory data and information, such as work orders, 
grade sheets, hazardous materials lists, safety manuals and procedures, 
constructions specifications, blueprints, equipment operating manuals, time 
sheets, maps, vehicle logs, accident reports, technical operating manuals, 
procedures and guidelines. 
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 Ability to communicate effectively with residents, customers, Department 
personnel, law enforcement personnel, contractors, tree trimmers, civic groups, 
and other city employees. 


 Ability to help and teach full time and seasonal workers with various tree duties. 


 Ability to analyze and categorize data and information in order to determine the 
relationship of the data with reference to established criteria/standards. 


Relationships 


 Regular and substantial contact with others. Contacts usually involve discussions 
related to the interpretation of policies and/or programs.  


 May handle sensitive and/or complex information as supervisor allows. Assess 
and diffuse problem situations and requires influencing others to reach 
consensus. Explores alternative and creative solutions to meeting the needs of 
customers.  


 Communication will include one-on-one, but may require small group 
presentations.  


 May assist with media inquiries per policy/supervisor request.  


 
Mathematical Skills 
 Requires the ability to perform addition, subtraction, multiplication and division; 


and to calculate percentages and decimals. 
 


Judgment and Reasoning Ability 


 Develops objectives and general policies and procedures for the Forestry 
Department within the general scope of the established goals and plans.  


 Independent judgment on day-to-day work and decisions.  


 Frequently challenged to solve complex problems while reviewing end results with 
supervisor.  


 Strategic issues are referred to supervisor.  


 Use of judgment significantly affects the outcome of the department and City.  


 Ability to use functional reasoning and apply rational judgment in performing 
diversified work activities. 


 Ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity required in situations 
involving the evaluation of information against sensory and/or judgmental criteria.  


 Ability to recognize and identify degrees of similarities or differences between 
characteristics of colors, forms, sounds and textures associated with job-related 
objects, materials and ingredients. 


 
Physical Abilities 
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 Skill in the operation of forestry tools and equipment including but not limited 
to: aerial lift truck operation, brush chipper, stump grinder and pruning and 
felling of trees. 


 Ability to perform physical activities routinely at a medium/high demand level; 
ability to determine right-of way boundaries from working map; ability to 
establish and maintain working relationship with other employees, officials, 
contractors and the general public. 


 Ability to operate equipment and machinery requiring monitoring multiple 
conditions and making multiple, complex and rapid adjustments, such as motor 
grader loaders, backhoes, dump truck with plows, sanders and wings, street 
sweepers, truck mounted leaf vacuum, skid steer, tractors, stump grinder, 
common mechanic’s hand tools, transit, chain saw, brush chipper, cutting 
torches, jack hammers, air tools, hydraulic jack, grinder, and other equipment 
as needed in job performance.  Ability to perform routine repairs on complex 
equipment and machinery. 


 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing highly skilled 
movements involved in repair and maintenance tasks. 


 Ability to exert heavy physical effort in moderate to heavy work, typically 
involving some combination of climbing and balancing, stooping, kneeling, 
crouching, crawling, and lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling over 100 pounds. 


 Ability to recognize and identify degrees of similarities or differences between 
characteristics of colors, forms, sounds and textures associated with job-related 
objects, materials and ingredients. 


 
TYPICAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 


 Ability to work under dangerous and uncomfortable conditions where exposure to 
environmental factors such as temperature variations, odors, toxic agents, noise, 
vibrations, wetness, electrical currents, machinery, disease and/or dust may 
cause discomfort and where there is a risk of injury or death. 


 
 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: 


The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  In compliance with 
applicable state and federal law, the City will provide reasonable accommodations to 


qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both prospective and current 
employees to discuss potential accommodations with the City.   


 
 


 
Council Approved 5-2017 


 













 


          IT/MEDIA SERVICES 


              Media Technician – Camera Person 


 
 


 


City of Stoughton 


SALARY RANGE:                               PAY GRADE:                FLSA: N 


 
REPORTS TO: Communications Manager 


 


SUMMARY OF POSITION: 
The purpose of this position is to film with cameras to provide event coverage 


support to the IT/Media Services Director, Communications Manager and 


Producers.  This position also assists with routine office support if available. 


 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 


Core Duties and Responsibilities - The following duties are the primary 
duties of this position, but do not compose an exclusive or all-encompassing 
list of duties. Other duties may be assigned or required to accomplish the main 


goals of this position. 
 Assist IT/Media Services Director, Communications Manager and/or 


producers with shoot set-up and take down as required 
 Perform camera duties at events 
 Provide graphics support as needed 


 
QUALIFICATIONS: 


The ability to perform the Core Duties and Additional Duties listed above and: 
 
Education/Training/Certifications  


 Must have the ability to get to the shoot meeting location by designated 
time. 


 
Language Skills and Interpersonal Communication 
 


 Ability to communicate effectively with supervisor, part-time staff, other 
city staff and the general public. 


  
 


Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 


 
 Requires the ability to apply principles of rational systems.  Ability to 


interpret instructions furnished in written, oral, diagrammatic or schedule 
form.  Ability to exercise independent judgment to adopt or modify 


methods and standards to meet variations in assigned objective.  
 Requires the ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity 







required in situations involving the evaluation of information against 
measurable or verifiable criteria.  


 
 


Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Position  
Functions 
 


 Requires the ability to operate, maneuver and/or provide simple but 
continuous adjustment on equipment, machinery and tools such as a 


computer and other office machines, and/or materials used in performing 
essential functions. 


 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing skilled 


movements such as rapid keyboard use 
 Tasks involve the ability to exert light physical effort in sedentary to light 


work, but which may involve some lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling of 
objects weighing five to 10040 pounds. 


 Requires the ability to recognize and identify similarities or differences 


between characteristics of colors, shapes and sounds associated with job-
related objects, materials and tasks. 


 


Environmental Adaptability 


 Ability to work under conditions that may be inside or outside.   
 Ability to work with exposure to heights and/or uncomfortable 


environmental conditions depending on shoot location 
 


 


EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: 


The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  In compliance with 
applicable state and federal law, the City will provide reasonable 


accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 
prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with 
the City.   


 
 


 
 
 


 
 


Council Approved: 


 








 


          IT/MEDIA SERVICES 


Media Technician - Film Director 


 
 


 


City of Stoughton 


SALARY RANGE:                               PAY GRADE:                FLSA: N 


 
REPORTS TO: Communications Manager 


 


SUMMARY OF POSITION: 
The purpose of this position is to direct filming and provide event coverage 


support to the Communications Manager.  This position also assists with 


routine office support if available. 


 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 


Core Duties and Responsibilities - The following duties are the primary 
duties of this position, but do not compose an exclusive or all-encompassing 
list of duties. Other duties may be assigned or required to accomplish the main 


goals of this position. 
 Assist Communications Manager and with shoot set-up and take down as 


required 
 Perform camera duties at events as needed 
 Provide graphics support as needed 


 Direct single camera or multi-camera productions using video direction 
equipment 


 Perform single camera to file recordings 
 Edit video as requested by supervisors using non-linear editing software 
 Coordinate part-time staff members at shoots as needed. 


 Transport equipment to and from the station as needed. 
 Those 18 and older may drive the production truck as needed for shoots 


requiring it. 
 Other duties as assigned 
 


 
QUALIFICATIONS: 


The ability to perform the Core Duties and Additional Duties listed above and: 
 


Education/Training/Certifications  
 Must possess a valid driver’s license and have regular access to reliable 


transportation 


 Must have a minimum of one year television experience and received 
proper training by staff. 


 







 
Language Skills and Interpersonal Communication 


 
 Ability to communicate effectively with supervisor, part-time staff, other 


city staff and the general public. 
 
 


Judgment and Situational Reasoning Ability 
 


 Requires the ability to apply principles of rational systems.  Ability to 
interpret instructions furnished in written, oral, diagrammatic or schedule 
form.  Ability to exercise independent judgment to adopt or modify 


methods and standards to meet variations in assigned objective.  
 Requires the ability to exercise the judgment, decisiveness and creativity 


required in situations involving the evaluation of information against 
measurable or verifiable criteria.  
 


 
Physical and Mental Abilities Required to Perform Essential Position  


Functions 
 


 Requires the ability to operate, maneuver and/or provide simple but 
continuous adjustment on equipment, machinery and tools such as a 
computer and other office machines, and/or materials used in performing 


essential functions. 
 Ability to coordinate eyes, hands, feet and limbs in performing skilled 


movements such as rapid keyboard use.  
 Tasks involve the ability to exert light physical effort in sedentary to light 


work, but which may involve some lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling of 


objects weighing five to 100 pounds.  
 Requires the ability to recognize and identify similarities or differences 


between characteristics of colors, shapes and sounds associated with job-
related objects, materials and tasks. 


 


Environmental Adaptability 


 Ability to work under conditions that may be inside or outside.   
 Ability to work with exposure to heights and/or uncomfortable 


environmental conditions depending on shoot location 


 


 


EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: 


The City of Stoughton is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  In compliance with 
applicable state and federal law, the City will provide reasonable 
accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both 


prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with 
the City.   


 








City of Stoughton     Amy Jo Gillingham 


   Department of      Director 


Human Resources & Risk Management 
381 East Main Street  Stoughton, WI 53589 


 


(608) 646-0272 www.ci.stoughton.wi.us  
 


April 4, 2017 


 


Compensation Plan 


 


Position Description Changes: 


 If new duties are assigned and/or qualifications such as new certifications are added to a 


position during the year – what is the process and timing? 


Recommendation/Discussion: 


o Position Description should be updated (red-line) by the Department and sent to 


Director of HR.  Director of HR will review and send to Springsted for grading. If 


the position after Springsted review is the same grade and the employee meets 


the new qualifications and/or is performing the duties – should the employee 


receive a step up or be left as is until the next year 1/1/20XX? 


o Position Description is sent to Springsted for grading and comes back at a higher 


grade level and employee is performing the job and/or has the new credentials: 


Move employee to the next grade level – locate pay and move up one step from 


existing pay. Does this happen immediately or the next year 1/1/20XX 


Question:  How is this funded?  Is it budgeted?  If an employee such as Utilities 


testing and moving forward in their levels such as apprentice to journeyman.   


Adjustments/Reconsiderations: 


 How do we handle if an employee does not agree with where the position is rated 


and/or their compensation? EX: Forester/Machine Operator two grades higher-lower 


pay than a Machine Operator-just hired. 


 When can an employee ask for a reconsideration and what format? 


 







Recommendation/Discussion: 


o Annually in May an employee, if they think their grade or placement in the scale 


should be reviewed, would complete the request for reconsideration document 


and submit to their Director for their input and forward to HR. 


 





